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2 Mapping and conservation of benthos

1. Brief introduction
Insight into the spatial distribution of the various components of biological diversity,
not least species, paves the way to addressing fundamental ecological questions aiming
to explain the abundance (or at a minimum, presence) of organisms in an ecosystem, a
question of intrinsic scientific value, apart from any applications that such knowledge
may have. A spatial ecologist with unlimited time and budget, and fuelled by a genuine
commitment to understanding the workings of Nature in their own right, would during
his or her career strive to complete at least one cycle of the following three-stage
process: detect and measure spatial pattern, relate this to ecological phenomena,
and formulate and test hypotheses regarding the ecological processes responsible for
generating those patterns. As a spatial ecologist with the restrictions imposed on me
mostly by time, funding, and my own particular interests, I have within this PhD
program attempted to: detect and measure spatial pattern at the local scale across
the seafloor of a Fjord ecosystem, and describe ecological phenomena associated with
those patterns. However, rather than continue down the path of theoretical ecology
and try to understand the processes shaping the spatial variability of my study system,
I have instead put on the applied (spatial, marine) ecologist hat, and attempted
to use this knowledge to solve practical problems that society faces. I propose a
unified methodological framework for documenting the distribution of diversity and
implementing the generated knowledge into conservation.

Throughout this thesis I will use the term ’(bio)diversity’ in a rather inclusive sense
to refer to the full complement of species as well as all other levels of organization, of an
ecosystem. It is therefore more closely related with the composition of ecosystems than
with emergent properties such as taxon richness or other diversity indices.

The most important conclusions reached throughout the duration of this PhD and
summarized in this Thesis are preceded by an asterisk symbol (*) so as to help the reader
extract the take-home messages without isolating those from their context.

2. On the spatial distribution of species
Knowing how species are distributed over the biosphere is also a fascinating question,
with a long history of attempts to disentangle its details, whether by scientists,
harvesters and gatherers, nature lovers, etc. The empirical fact that species are
distributed neither at random nor uniformly across space forms the very foundation
of spatial ecology and hence this Thesis. Various theories have been developed to
explain why some areas (e.g. ecosystems) have a particular species composition, and
building from that why a species occurs and thrives in some areas and not in others.
Island Biogeography theory was the first proposed (MacArthur & Wilson, 1963; 1967).
This theory combined the well-known species-area relationship with the counteracting
effects of rates of colonization and extinction to explain why some islands hosted many
species and others few. Hubbell (2001) extended this theory and proposed a Unified
Neutral hypothesis to explain the relative species abundances in a metacommunity,
and all its component local communities, combining island biogeography principles
(speciation and extinction) with community ecology concepts (dispersal and ecological
drift) considering individuals with equivalent requirements and no competition, but
it has received criticism for potentially failing to be a parsimonious model. The
habitat-association approach to ecology tackles the problem from a different standpoint,
contributing also a number of theories. Gradient Analysis theory (ter Braak & Prentice,
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1988) is defined as the interpretation of community composition in terms of species’
responses to environmental gradients and is an important part of ecological research.
The niche concept has been notoriously successful in the development of ecological
quantitative, predictive methods, if applied in a wide variety of meanings. The concept
of ’environmental niche’ (e.g. Austin 1992) is particularly useful, as it is defined from the
point of view of the environmental requirements of a species. This can in turn be further
divided into ’fundamental niche’ and ’realized niche’ (Hutchinson, 1957; Pulliam, 2000),
where the former is a view of species occupying all of their suitable habitat and the
latter includes the possibility of species being excluded from a part of their fundamental
niche by biotic interactions. Guisan & Thuiller (2005) provide a useful overview of these
concepts. Empirical data support the fundamental postulate that species respond to
environmental gradients, however complex it may be to elucidate the particular details
(e.g. type of ecological response) of each species-environmental variable combination,
as well as to assemble those into multidimensional spaces for more comprehensive
and realistic descriptions of species-environment relationships. But work is underway
(e.g. Heikkinen & Mäkipää 2010; Normand et al. 2009) and slowly, theories are refined
accordingly.

Besides its value in advancing fundamental science, knowledge of the spatial
distribution of biota is also on high demand among conservation practitioners and
resource managers. This type of information enables assessing the distribution of
biological resources (e.g. fisheries), or monitoring habitat change. With complete
knowledge of the distribution of biodiversity it becomes possible to identify e.g. unique
ecological features (at some nominated scale) by means of systematic comparisons of
ecosystem structure and composition across different localities, and hence confidently
select places worthy of special management provisions on the grounds of containing
’interesting’ (in this example, unique) biological features. In the context of conservation
planning, the most urgent question that needs answering follows directly from the
intergovernmental mandate of the Convention on Biological Diversity, revisited in the
Seventh Conference of the Parties, to establish ’ecologically representative national
and regional systems of protected areas’ (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological
Diversity, 2004). The mandate itself rests on a number of assumptions that can be
summarized as follows: (1) all biodiversity occurring throughout the planet needs to
be preserved; (2) not all instances of biodiversity (e.g., all localities where a species
occurs) can be preserved, because other governmental objectives (economic expansion,
etc.) may be incompatible with the objective of biodiversity preservation (for a given
site, the two cannot be satisfied simultaneously). Precisely because biodiversity occurs
in patterns, a certain amount of area can in principle be identified encompassing at least
one instance of all components of biodiversity (and thus leaving only replicates off its
boundaries) and assuming that its maintenance would ensure the long-term persistence
of the biodiversity within it, then the the job would be done.

The reality however is that species distributions are generally poorly known, placing
a major impediment in addressing directly the questions posed above. The daunting
task of biodiversity distribution mapping relies heavily on extensive observational data,
collected across ecosystems, scales, and levels of biological organization. In addition,
the cost associated with conducting such sampling programs increases dramatically
in remote or inaccessible areas, leaving vast expanses of area with significant data
shortages, as in the case of the seabed.
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Pioneer benthic ecologist Petersen (1924) expressed this problem by stating that
”’botanizing’ out at sea is a very expensive affair” (Petersen 1924, p. 688). Embedded in
this accurate statement is not only the notion of the high cost associated with acquiring
survey data in the benthos, but also a regret that how little data are available cannot
compare in quality and quantity with those that plant ecologists have readily at their
disposal. Any methods to infer spatial pattern from ecological geospatial data are
therefore forced to be highly data-efficient.

The present Thesis is concerned with making the best possible use of available
methods to document the spatial patterns of biological diversity in an environment
with data limitations. Specifically, I ask the following two questions, how to map the
distribution of benthic diversity, subject to the condition that the purpose served by the
generated map should be of supporting spatial planning? and how to determine if an
area (interpreted as a collection of sites) adequately represents overall biodiversity so
that it can be prioritized in the face of competing demands for space? In papers I and
II issues underpinning methods (i.e., the data model) are addressed. Papers III and IV
deal respectively with the above two questions directly. I will argue that these questions
are intrinsically related to one another.

2.1 Species distribution modelling and habitat mapping
Species distribution modelling is by and large an extension of the habitat-association
approach, by which biological populations, whether marine or terrestrial, are seen to
distribute themselves in space according to habitat gradients, leading to community
zonation when taken as a whole. Models of environmental variables against species
abundance (e.g. statistical regression) were initially used exclusively to understand
species’ ecology. Once made spatially-explicit, their value to predict species presence
or abundance at locations for which only the predictor environmental variables were
known made species distribution models become dominant as an interpolation tool.
Species distribution modelling has been noted to have become disconnected from
ecological theory (e.g. Austin 2007) and is currently predominantly used as a tool for
mapping the suitable habitat of a species or a community. Modelling is of course a
known way of addressing the poor data coverage of observational methods or, in other
words, of making efficient use of scarce data.

Species distribution models are regression and classification methods, statistical
or otherwise, for the quantitative prediction of species occurrence across space.
Distribution modelling is typically conducted around a grid that is overlaid on data
layers (the predictor or explanatory variables), so that a prediction can be obtained for
every individual grid cell, including those where no in situ information on the biological
composition is available and only environmental data exists, and full coverage is thus
achieved.

While distribution modelling got off the ground by virtue of statistical regression,
parametric methods (e.g. Generalized Linear Models [GLM]), machine learning is
beginning to dominate as an automated, predictive method. Machine learning (which
includes among others all methods using recursive partitioning, such as Classification
and Regression Trees [CART], random forests, etc.) comprises non-parametric
techniques that induce rules directly from observations making use of an algorithmic
framework (Guisan & Zimmermann, 2000) and is better suited to work with ecological
and environmental data, particularly of a spatial nature, for several reasons. Machine
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learning methods are able to model high dimensional data with hierarchical interactions
and non-linear relationships. Importantly, they are free from many of the constraints
that apply to statistical methods, most notably, a need to choose a shape for the expected
response curves between species performance and each environmental gradient, prior
to modelling. Additionally, machine learning is easily integrated both with Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and relational databases to carry out predictive mapping.
Connecting a working data notification and management system to the predictive
models is of crucial importance for a practical use of machine learning on ecological
data (Furlanello, 2004).

The process of distribution modelling consists of the following stages:

• Conceptualization

• Data gathering and choice of data model
Field surveys (response data)
Preparation of explanatory variables (predictor data)

• Model fitting

• Model evaluation

• Spatial predictions

• Assessment of model applicability

If the sample base obtained from the field surveys were fully representative of the
distribution of the species to be modelled, and if all biotic and abiotic phenomena
surrounding and potentially interacting with it were adequately represented by the
predictor variables, then the modelled overall ecological response obtained from the
model would summarize all systematic variation in its aggregated performance, and
the spatial predictions from the model would be in full accordance with its real
distribution, except for stochastic variation (R. Halvorsen pers. comm.). Notably, the
only two prerequisite conditions for an adequate model are related with the data model,
underlining that the power and reliability of empirical models depend strongly on the
data. The output from such model would be by definition the fundamental niche of a
species.

Given the hierarchical nature of ecosystems, any level of biological organization
from single species to broad ecosystems can be described in terms of its spatial
distribution patterns and hence be depicted in map form. Species distribution modelling
can easily be scaled-up to functional groups of species, or communities to obtain maps
of community distribution, and even further up for maps of habitat types (Guisan
& Thuiller, 2005). Such integration allows better use to be made of all available
data for all surveyed species (Ferrier et al., 2002). Ferrier & Guisan (2006) reviewed
approaches to modelling at the community level and classified them into three groups,
depending on whether species data was assembled into communities before modelling,
after modelling, or during modelling. The most common strategy has been the first,
whereby site groups generated by numerical classification of survey data are modelled
and extrapolated across an entire region of interest. The output from such model is a
prediction of which group type each grid cell is most likely to be. But the advantages
of community level modelling have not been enough, it appears, to have moved the
approach into a stage of more uncritical, routine application.
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In turn, habitat maps can support geospatial ecological data by providing local and
regional models that capture the spatial distribution of user-defined or typology-derived
classes (e.g., forest types) which can in turn be used to understand or predict species
distributions. Habitat types can be mapped by any means allowing collection of data
across vast areas in a cost-efficient manner (e.g. remote sensing) and does not necessarily
rely on intensive data collection and modelling because the detail of the mapping units
is all that much coarser.

2.2 Mapping the benthic landscape
In Petersen’s times, the classification and mapping of seabed communities on sublittoral
environments was limited to what little could be inferred from small numbers of
scattered point samples, yielding maps with large gaps of information, or restricted
to very small scales. The advent of acoustic technologies (namely sidescan sonar, and
single- and multibeam echo sounders) rendered it possible to acquire high-resolution,
full-coverage imagery of the seafloor over extensive areas, beyond the limit of light
penetration. As a result, the geophysical attributes of the terrain that can be derived
from its acoustic properties can now form the basis for a classification of e.g. depth
and seafloor texture. These advances endowed benthic researchers with the ability
to carry out spatially continuous, ’wall-to-wall’ mapping, following in the steps of
terrestrial remote sensing science. Also, it has been noted that the zonation that
emerges in epibenthic megafaunal communities (or megabenthos) is most extreme
(Howell, 2010). Sessile benthic organisms are also useful for habitat characterization
because substrate is critical in determining their aggregated performance and because
they are spatially fixed, they also become indicative of environmental conditions of
the adjacent seafloor (Kostylev et al., 2001). As far as mapping is concerned, the
epibenthic megafauna is the vegetation of the benthic landscape. But with ecological
data being sparse at best, and remotely sensed data bearing mostly an indirect (and not
fully disentangled) relationship with biological composition, the challenge of mapping
the various components of benthic diversity (from genes to ecosystems) is largely a
methodological one.

The integration of data from multiple surveying techniques, typically including one
or more full-coverage layers depicting features visible at medium to large spatial scales
(e.g., bedrock outcrops, large depth gradients, etc.), and at least one dataset from some
in situ benthic survey technique providing insight into small-scale variation occurring
mostly at the biological level, nested within the former, has proven the most rewarding
technique for mapping extensive areas of the seafloor. Hereafter we refer as ’survey
data’ to any data collection activity delivering geo-referenced information on the value
of ecological variables, and/or variables relating to the sediment or bedrock, whether
quantitative (e.g., species abundance, granulometry information) or qualitative (e.g.
’presence of sessile invertebrates’, ’presence of mobile sediment’), where the sampling
device (e.g. grab, benthic sled, video camera) is located directly at the site from where
information is being gathered.

Two general approaches can be distinguished on the basis of the role that survey
data plays in the mapping process: a ’top-down approach’, where survey data is used
merely for ground-truthing purposes, and the process is driven by the acoustic patterns;
and a ’bottom-up approach’, where biotic patterns, as inferred from the survey data,
drive the definition and mapping of classes. Even though the final result is equivalent, a
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thematic map showing the distribution of classes that echo biotic patterns of the seafloor
to a greater or lesser degree, the path followed is fundamentally different. At the most
abstract level it can be described as (a) an attempt to find the attributes of polygons
of (mostly) known boundaries, in the top-down case, or (b) an attempt to find the
boundaries of polygons of (mostly) known attributes, in the bottom-up case. Stressing
the importance of whether boundaries are known or not, the former approach is also
known as ’supervised’, and the latter, as ’unsupervised’.

In the top-down approach, first, a classification technique based on patterns
identified from the remotely-sensed data, usually acoustic imagery, is used to derive
homogeneous and distinct regions, often referred to as acoustic habitats. Techniques
range from visual interpretation to highly sophisticated classification algorithms (e.g.,
Lamarche et al. 2011). These are essentially used as a framework within which reference
sites are defined. Samples of in situ data are then collected from all the detected regions,
or the reference sites, so as to validate the classified habitats (see Brown et al. 2002; 2004;
Freitas et al. 2003; Jordan et al. 2005; Kloser et al. 2001; Kostylev et al. 2001), and classes
are occasionally merged if they can be proven to have non-distinct faunas.

Remote sensing by hydroacoustics is highly effective in classifying habitats over
large areas of seabed. The approach effectively reveals boundaries created by
discontinuities in substrate types, which in turn give rise to sharp changes in community
composition. But the more gradual and subtle changes which may emerge in response
to factors other than substrate, are wholly overlooked. A more serious issue is that
assemblages may be identified from the survey data which have no corresponding
acoustic class (Brown et al., 2005; Freitas et al., 2003). The problem is that the spatial
detail of the map is limited by the scale at which the acoustic regions are defined,
and although boundaries can be modified to a limited extent on the basis of the biotic
patterns (which is possible only at a scale defined by the distance between reference
sites, i.e., the same scale at which acoustic habitats are defined), the resolution can only
decrease as a result of classes being dropped, but never increase.

Indeed, the question is raised more and more whether acoustically derived habitats
are a good representation of the patterns of variability of epibenthic communities
(Eastwood et al., 2006; Hewitt et al., 2004). Stevens & Connolly (2004) concluded that the
ability of abiotic surrogates to predict patterns of biological similarity was indeed poor.
Parry et al. (2003) detected a nested hierarchy of spatial structure within the megafaunal
assemblage of a large, apparently homogeneous, soft-bottom habitat unit. Because
the subset of biota of interest is precisely the epibenthic megafauna, dissatisfaction
prompted the development of improved mapping methods.

The bottom-up approach emerged in response to this call, and Field et al. (1982)
summarize it as ’letting the species tell their story’ (p. 38, citing from a previous paper
co-authored by J. G. Field). In this approach, the mapping units are defined on the
basis of multivariate species patterns (e.g. peaks of homogeneity within the continuous
gradient of faunal composition, Brown et al. 2002), which are in turn assumed to define
sets of distinct environmental factors (Kostylev et al., 2001). Eastwood et al. (2006)
compared top-down versus bottom-up approaches to classifying, and mapping seabed
assemblages and found that, when ”the seabed comprises relatively homogeneous,
unconsolidated sediments and the main driver is the development of the best possible
biological assemblage map, then a bottom-up, unsupervised approach is likely to arrive
at a set of assemblages that are defined equally well or slightly better compared with a
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top-down approach” (Eastwood et al. 2006 p.1544).
The evolution of bottom-up methods has largely tracked that of species (and

communities) distribution modelling, but this has often failed to be explicitly
recognized. Benthic ecologists have been able to capitalize on the expansion of the
field of distribution modelling due to the mechanistic similarities between conspicuous
epibenthic fauna, and vegetation. But lack of collaboration and knowledge of the
literature has so far kept benthic modelling and mapping lagging behind vegetation
modelling, and mew methods are adopted by benthic ecologists only years after they
have been developed. Within benthic mapping studies using a bottom-up approach,
two further varieties can be distinguished: one can be described exactly as the the type
of community-level modelling described by Ferrier & Guisan (2006) as classifying sites
prior to modelling, thus making use of all species data available (Buhl-Mortensen et al.,
2009); this can be said to have been introduced formally by the study of Field et al. (1982)
who only fail to complete the ’prediction’ stage. The other and more common approach
skips over the species-level (raw) data altogether, classifying community types (e.g.
’mixed brown algae’) in the field as the data are collected, thus incurring an unfortunate
loss of information (Holmes et al., 2008; Ierodiaconou et al., 2011).

The so-called ’bottom-up’ and ’top-down’ approaches to mapping the benthic
landscape can also be paralleled with the concepts of ’biotopes’ (Connor et al., 2004;
CORINE, 1991; EUNIS, 2005; HELCOM, 1998) and ’habitats’ (Allee et al., 2001; Greene
et al., 1999; Valentine et al., 2005) respectively. Especially in the applied environmental
literature, researchers have gravitated towards these two types of mapping theme
presumably because they meet two crucial conditions: they are easy to map, and they
are biologically meaningful. The current meaning of ’biotope’, which in fact became
popular in the marine realm before the terrestrial, combines the ”physical environment
[...] and its distinctive assemblage of conspicuous species” (Olenin & Ducrotoy 2006,
p. 22) where, crucially the concept incorporates geographic location, thus rendering it
scale-dependent. In the sections that follow I describe the ’bottom-up’ approach in detail
and relate it explicitly to distribution modelling at the community level. By means of
a case study taken from a Swedish Fjord recently designated as a multiple-use marine
protected area I make the case that benthic biotope modelling provides the most effective
means to map and spatially manage seabed diversity.

2.3 The case-study
The Koster Fjord, a part of the Koster-Väderö Trough, is a fault fissure running parallel
to the northern part of the Swedish West coast, and connected to Atlantic deep water
through the Norwegian Trough, over a sill approximately 100 m deep. The Koster
archipelago lies between the fjord and the open Skagerrak. The maximum depth of
the fjord is 262 m, and rocky bottoms occur down to more than 200 m depth. The
width of the trough varies between 2 km and 300 m. The Koster-Väderö Trough is the
most oceanic and diverse marine environment found in Sweden, and features a variety
of species which elsewhere occur only in deeper water, due to the inflow of Atlantic
deep water, a condition known as ”fjord effect”. At a Swedish level, approximately
200 marine species are unique to this area, including the reef-forming deep water coral
Lophelia pertusa with a rich associated fauna, gorgonian corals, the upper bathyal sea-pen
Kophobelemnon stelliferum, the large hard-bottom dwelling lamellibranch Acesta excavata,
and the sponge Geodia barretti (Lundälv & Jonsson, 2000).
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The Kosterhavet National Park was designated in 2009, conferring the fjord and
archipelago of this unique site a new status not without its responsibilities. Among those
stands out the conservation-related objective of long-term preservation of the marine
ecosystems, habitats, and species occurring naturally in the region, while ensuring the
sustainable use of local biological resources.

Notably, the Park is one where multiple uses are allowed. Various kinds of
commercial and recreational fisheries have a stake in the area, alongside with tourism,
and to a lesser extent, shipping. There is a well established trawl fishery for shrimp
(Pandalus borealis), and Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus) comprising around 30
boats, mostly under 12 m. An additional small fleet of local fishermen target lobster
(Homarus gammarus) by means of static gear. The area is also important for recreation,
with many hundreds of yachts and motor boats staying in the area over the summer.
Tourism has increased 50% over the last decade with around 80,000 people visiting,
mainly in July and August. In light of this, a pressing need emerges to lay out,
and ensure mechanisms of enforcement of, a management system within which
competing demands inside the multiple-use park are adequately accommodated, while
not compromising the conservation goals of the park.

This can only be achieved by means of adequate spatial planning, a tool now
widely recognized to be suited for implementing an ecosystem-based approach to the
management of ecosystems. Marine spatial planning involves the practice of zoning (to
spatially and temporally designate areas for specific purposes), with the aim of reducing
conflict both among different users competing for the same space, and more importantly,
between users and the environment (Douvere, 2008), ensuring that the capacity of the
ocean to provide goods and services remains undiminished. Far from a straightforward
task, the main challenge that conservation spatial planning faces today is undoubtedly
that goals be achieved in a way that minimizes forgone opportunities for production
(Margules & Pressey, 2000).

The zoning system currently in place involves three co-occurring management
regimes (see Figure 5 in paper III). Three sites are afforded the highest degree of
protection, and are designated as Seabed Protection Areas (SPAs), with a full trawl ban
in place and where anchoring and use of other equipment that can damage seafloor are
prohibited. The remainder of the area of the National Park is divided into two zones
on the basis of depth, whereby areas above 60 m benefit from partial restrictions (partial
protection zone) with no commercial fisheries allowed, and areas deeper than 60 m are
open for a specially-regulated fishery.

Since the approval of the denomination in the early 2000’s Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) surveys have been conducted across the area (see Figure 1) and
underwater video footage amassed resulting in a number of reports and comprehensive
inventory of epibenthic fauna. Underwater filming is widely praised for yielding a
source of material that can be revisited and reanalyzed. In the spirit of taking full
advantage of the existing library of video material, and in view of a pressing need for
further documenting the distribution of biological diversity of (the benthic portion of)
the National Park, a project was commissioned that would use a predictive mapping
approach, using already-available ROV data as a basis, to produce a map that would
serve to facilitate the description and quantification of regional benthic diversity (i.e.,
a biotope map). Two main conditions applied, namely, that the output be as close to
the ’truth’ as possible (i.e. the realized distribution of assemblages), and the method as
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objective, automated, and repeatable as possible. The text box below summarizes our
predictive mapping process:

Conceptualization
Approach: first classify, then predict
Species data: epibenthic megafauna including species and taxon complexes;
sessile, or free-living but in contact with bottom
Response data
Split ROV tracks at a chosen scale of analysis and analyze video footage
Classify video sequences into biotope classes (n=417)
Predictor data
Create layers of environmental predictors and calculate values for grid cells
Model building
Model training (n=313)
Model testing (n=104)
Spatial predictions
Predict for n=2034345 cells
Assessment of model applicability
Spatial overlay, systematic conservation planning

Text Box 1

3. Considerations of the data model
3.1 Measuring spatial pattern
In distribution modelling the size of the sampling unit, referred to as ’grain size’, dictates
the level of spatial detail that will be depicted by the output map (and by the same token,
the amount of detail that will be ignored). Only if grain size is made to be equal to, or
smaller than the smallest areal unit with homogeneous community composition (e.g.,
a patch), will we obtain the greatest spatial resolution possible. It is therefore one of
the most consequential choices to be made. It is however, very rarely addressed, and
grain size is often pragmatically determined e.g., by the scale at which predictor data
are available.

When the aim of ecological research is the identification of patterns (e.g., species
performance relative to an environmental variable) it has been suggested that the size
of the sampling unit should be smaller than the structures resulting from the unit
process (Dungan et al., 2002; Kenkel et al., 1989). This can only be elucidated by
conducting a multiple scale analysis prior to setting out to investigate the phenomenon
of choice. Sample size must then strike a balance between the right spatial scale to
detect patterns without introducing noise, and variability among samples, which needs
to be retained. Accounting for this enables attaining the most parsimonious sampling
scheme to explore an ecological phenomenon. Moreover, conducting a study using an
inadequate size of sampling unit may result in one of two consequences: the need to
sample an area too intensively (i.e., inefficiently), or the risk of overlooking existing
patterns (Wiens, 1989).

In the present study virtually no restrictions applied to the choice for grain size.
I therefore carried out analyses to unravel the scale at which heterogeneity in faunal
composition could be detected so as to ensure that the resolution of the generated map
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area showing shaded relief and ROV-surveyed sites (filled circles)

matched the scale of the mosaic of faunal patches, to maximize the chances that any
existing patterns would be readily picked up by the model, and to make the most
efficient use of the data. In Paper I I report on the findings from these analyses.

It was determined that *data aggregated into samples smaller that ≈ 35-40 m (linear
scale) have a megafaunal composition that varies mostly due to stochastic processes,
whereas if data were aggregated into larger samples, megafaunal assemblages would be
distinguishable, in the form of patches, within. These findings elicit support for grain of
any size <35 m, and more conservatively <20 m, which was the smallest of all intercepts
(see paper I), and furthermore, for the use of a regular grid covering the whole of the
modelling area without a need for partitioning it into regions (Osborne & Suárez-Seoane,
2002), on the basis of nearly identical local scale patterns throughout (note that at one
location, site number 6 located at the bottom of the Fjord, no heterogeneity was detected;
this means that patches should be even larger than the scales studied, and therefore the
chosen grain size, while still adequate, could have been larger there).
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Based on these results the available ROV video observations were binned into 15
m by 15 m grid cells for subsequent building of a species-by-site matrix, where ’sites’
are linearly-georeferenced, grid cell-bounded video sequences. This procedure defines
the spatial resolution of the map and determines that only small scale patterns will be
depicted, leaving large scale trends to remain obscure.

3.2 The mapping units
A bottleneck in the process of predictive mapping of the benthos is the lack of a
universally-applicable classification system of biodiversity (e.g. Howell et al. 2010),
which captures true discontinuities in the megabenthos so as to be readily incorporated
into a model as the target pattern. This is why a classification step needs to be
implemented in the process. But when user-defined numerical classifications are used
arbitrary choices are almost invariably involved and resulting classifications may exhibit
suboptimal performance (Snelder et al., 2010).

In order for the classification to be useful its level of detail, in a way mirroring
spatial detail, must be able to split up the data into classes that while responding to
environmental gradients, they do not introduce excess noise. This is achieved when the
species making up the classes (equivalent to assemblages) show a collective pattern of
response (Zimmermann & Kienast, 1999). This is in turn contingent upon the degree
of internal structure within classes. By representing the readiness with which classes
are discriminated by a set of environmental variables (’discriminability’) as a function
of classification detail (measured as a cut off level of biological similarity) I showed that
*how coarsely or finely assemblages are defined can have an effect on the detection of
distribution patterns (see paper II). Intermediate detail classifications emerged as most
prone to show patterns. This is a largely unresearched question, and it was challenged
when presented at an international conference, though no evidence was put forward, in
that it was suggested that the more detailed the classification the easier it should be to
detect patterns. Further research is therefore needed.

The levels of the response variable, i.e. biotopes, were defined taking into
consideration the different predictability of classes determined by different levels of
within-class similarity. Other factors were taken into account as well, such as readiness
to distinguish between classes solely by visual inspection (as it would be needed if
the classification were to be used in future investigations), and closeness to classes in
existing biotope classifications (particularly that of Connor et al. 2004). This procedure
could not be automated and a different analyst could have arrived at a different
classification.

This, then, defines the biological resolution of the study. The classification
developed collapsed the most finely-defined communities into their containing classes,
e.g. communities dominated by Swiftia rosea and/or S. pallida, Acesta excavata, and
others. (Note that the nomenclature was changed in paper IV and this Thesis to not
create confusion by having three-character labels and two-character labels). The final
classification is summarized in Table 1.

4. Mapping the distribution of seabed diversity through biotope
modelling

In the benthos, community composition and diversity have been found to be structured
by water column processes (suspended particulate matter loading, food availability, and
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Class label Physical habitat description Characterizing taxa
AA Offshore circalittoral rock Axinellid sponges, Terebratulina

retusa, Anomids, Placostegus
tridentatus, Spirorbinids

AB Lower circalittoral rock Flustrids
AC Offshore circalittoral biogenic

reef
Hathrometra sarsii, Lophelia
pertusa, Mycale lingua, Ascidia
obliqua, Filograna implexa

BA Lower circalittoral mixed
sediment and rock

Pandalus borealis, Liocarcinus
sp., Sabella pavonina, Munida
rugosa

BB Offshore circalittoral fine
sediment

Nephrops norvegicus,
Cerianthids

BC Offshore circalittoral mixed
sediment and rock

Spirontocaris lilljeborgii, Lithodes
maja

BD Lower circalittoral sediment Kophobelemnon stelliferum,
Pachycerianthus multiplicatus

C Near-shore lower circalittoral
sediment

Pennatula phosphorea

D Near-shore lower circalittoral
coarse sediment including shell
hash

Gobids, Pecten maximus

Table 1. Description of biotopes

hydrodynamic stress) as well as substrate properties, temperature, and salinity. The set
of predictor, abiotic variables comprised: depth, substrate type, seafloor topographic
complexity (measured as total surface area), aspect, and geomorphological landform.
These variables are assumed to be proxies for one or more of the functionally relevant
variables.

The modelling method of choice was a Conditional Inference (CI) Tree-based forest,
which was found to outperform other decision tree-based models both in terms of
classification accuracy and the ability to discriminate between classes. CI trees have
been developed recently by Hothorn et al. (2006). The framework uses a combination of
machine learning principles and hypothesis testing that renders it robust and powerful,
albeit computationally demanding. Note that the statistical framework is nested within
an overall machine learning system: hypothesis testing is employed to measure the
strength of the relationships between predictors and response, and predictions are
generated by applying a set of decision rules.

Because I implemented a forest (i.e., an ensemble) of CI trees it is not possible to
extract decision rules, which could shed some light on environment-biota relationships
(e.g. which habitat factors are the most important in organizing these associations?
Which thresholds along the defined gradients represent natural breaks?). The method
produces very robust predictions through an eminently inductive process, but it is a
black box. Overall the model can be considered (to a certain extent, see below) a test of
the implicit theory that species distributions and by extension community composition
are at least in part determined by environmental variables, because it predicted better
than the least-possible informed prediction system, i.e. to predict every case as the
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most common class. However, no contributions can be made to existing explicit theory
regarding species response to environmental gradients and resources (Austin, 2007) (see
section 2). A lack of ability to explain patterns, however, was offset by a high predictive
accuracy, which was prioritized in accordance with the overall aim of the study.

Spatial autocorrelation is known to occur at all scales. While spatial autocorrelation
of videoframe-sized samples and distances up to 100’s of meters was accounted for in
the size of the grid, it is likely that the data points of the predictive model (cell-based
samples) were not completely independent from one another but were also spatially
autocorrelated as a result of being tightly clustered. It is difficult to disentangle the
effect that this may have had on predictive accuracy. This will have had an effect on the
choice of variables and splitting points implemented at every node of every tree in the
forest, in that effects of spatial autocorrelation may have been taken for true effects of
predictors on response, and therefore strength of relationships may have been inflated.
I have argued, however, that the overall effect on predictive accuracy may have been
positive and should indeed be sought after in mapping studies.

Yet another compromise had to be made when setting up the model entailing that
only typical assemblages were adequately modelled. While the model can be useful
to select representative areas, nothing can be said about the location of sites where
processes may give rise to less typical (and hence more unique) communities. For
instance, in one site (number 46) a very large patch of a species of Corallimorpharia
(tentatively identified as Sideractis glacialis, but unfortunately unconfirmed) was found
on a rocky outcrop; vast fields of basket stars (both Ophiothrix fragilis and Ophiocomina
nigra, in fully segregated aggregations) were found in another site (number 73). These
types of occurrences can neither be explained nor predicted by the model.

*The outcome from the mapping process followed is not only a map of conservation
features and potential biodiversity surrogates (see below), but actually a formal
definition of biotopes: Firstly, the fact that classes are defined according to species
association patterns accounts for the biotic aspect of the concept. Second, predicting
the presence of classes on the basis of environmental data accounts for the abiotic aspect.
And third, the spatially-explicit nature of the model resolves the definition of geographic
boundaries.

A map of benthic biotope classes was produced by assigning the most likely class,
as determined by the model, to every single grid cell across the modelling area. Here
(see Figure 2) I reproduce the biotope map as clipped to the National Park area, where
the results have been applied and where the confidence on the predictions was (on
subjective grounds) greater. While the accuracy resulting from the confusion matrix
was 72%, it is worth drawing attention to the observation that the model appears to
have performed well at identifying boundaries between classes (G. Quinn pers. comm.)
To illustrate the applicability of the model to management questions I describe below
two examples, only one of which is included briefly in paper III.

By means of the species-by-site matrix and the site classification it is easy to
calculate the probability of association of each single species to a given biotope using the
frequency of occurrence. This was done for all species and all biotopes, and the resulting
data product is available from this author on request. One particular species provides
an interesting case. Kophobelemnon stelliferum is a species of sea-pen of conservation
importance within Sweden (P. Nilsson pers. comm.) and it was highly associated with
biotope BD to the point of being one if its characterizing taxa. Through the biotope
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Fig. 2. Map of biotopes, as predicted for each 15 x 15 m cell. AA: Offshore circalittoral hard substrate
(Axinellid sponges, T. retusa, P. tridentatus), AB: Lower circalittoral hard substrate (flustrids turf),
AC: Biogenic reef (L. pertusa, H. sarsii, M. lingua, F. implexa), BA: Circalittoral mixed rock and
sediment (P. borealis, S. pavonina), BB: Circalittoral fine sand (N. norvegicus, cerianthids), BC:
Circalittoral mixed rock and sediment (B. tuediae, S. lilljeborgii, L. maja), BD: Circalittoral fine
sand (K. stelliferum, F. quadrangularis, P. multiplicatus), C: Lower circalittoral mud (P. phosphorea,
F. quadrangularis), D: Lower circalittoral coarse sediments (P. maximus, gobid fishes).

map produced, not only is it possible to plan a targeted survey to further quantify
the occurrence of the species in the National Park (which indeed is predicted to occur
across a very small area), but also it has emerged that this particular biotope is fully
unrepresented in any of the SPAs in place.

For additional analyses fishing data was acquired from the Swedish Board of
Fisheries in the form of Vessel Monitoring System records for years 2007-2010. Fishing
positions were gridded to 1 ha cells, and the maximum number of pings out of the
four-year period was used as an estimate of fishing effort for the location. Spatial overlay
of highly fished areas (defined as cells with more than 3 pings; note that the maximum
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number was 10) and biotope distribution enabled a very simple quantitative analysis
of the level of pressure each biotope endures (see table 2). While the high amount of
biotope AA that appears to be heavily fished may be misleading, as this biotope is very
often contiguous to BB polygons, it becomes clear that BB areas are the most heavily
impacted by fisheries (this additionally served as proof that the biotope model returned
a very realistic output). The AC areas from table 2 are sites that no longer have Lophelia
pertusa colonies. When considering all area fished (not shown) it emerged that 10% of
biotope BD was under fishing pressure, posing an even more serious risk to the sea-pen.

Biotope class Area in high fishing effort zone (ha) Percent of total in NP (%)
AA 49.3 0.4
AC 1.4 0.7
BB 34.7 1.5
BC 1.5 0.2
BD 0.01 0.3

Table 2. Fishing pressure by biotope class

This is one of the first instances where CI trees or their forest implementation
are used in predictive mapping (see Czúcz et al. 2011), and the first in a benthic
environment. In paper III I elaborate on how better collaboration with vegetation
scientists would boost benthic mapping.

As a companion to this thesis an interactive map server is provided as a html file,
also available as a CD on request, where the user can visualize, navigate and query the
layers used as predictor data, as well as zoom in and out so as to gain an appreciation of
the spatial detail of the biotopes not visible on the printed figures. ROV tracks and data
grid cells have also been included, as well as some geo-referenced still images to give an
impression of the quality of the raw, species data.

5. Representing the distribution of seabed diversity using biotopes as
surrogates

A common approach to selecting candidate areas for protection, given incomplete
knowledge of the distribution of the entities that are ultimately the target of those
protection measures, is by use of surrogates which are correlated with species
patterns. This in itself is insufficient because selecting all areas of high diversity
(that is, assumed to have high diversity based on surrogate coverage) would require
much more area to represent the full complement of species than if complementarity
in the species composition of each individual area were taken into account. A
combination of an effective surrogate scheme and systematic conservation planning
(by way of site-selection algorithms) is a valid approach for implementing networks
of conservation areas (or for prioritizing areas for conservation in a given planning
region) that would ensure efficiency and therefore political and social support. The weak
point of this reasoning lies on the degree of effectiveness of the surrogates chosen in
representing (species) diversity. Surrogacy can be achieved in two ways: using features
at high levels of biological organization whose spatial distribution is known (e.g.
vegetation classes), or selecting areas from environmentally different regions. Because
surrogates are developed with the intention to be used in managerial applications,
conditions apply, namely, that they truly are more readily collected than biological data
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(as is the case with remote sensing data), and that the strength of the relationship with
biodiversity patterns is indisputable.

One way of determining whether a given surrogate is effective at substituting
biodiversity (species) data is by selecting a conservation network aiming to represent
all surrogates (i.e. ignoring species level information) and then measuring how many
species are represented inside the network by incidental representation. However, if
it could be demonstrated that the spatial patterns of the surrogate are fully coincident
with the spatial patterns of species, that would be proof that the surrogate is effective,
irrespective of any decisions made regarding area selection. This has been criticized as
too stringent a test of surrogacy (Sarkar et al., 2005), but if there is a relationship between
the target and the surrogate (i.e., if there is a biological model linking the two) this is a
rather trivial fact.

I have demonstrated, in paper IV, that using the predicted biotopes as surrogates
in a systematic conservation planning framework based on simulated annealing for
site selection effectively captures the diversity of epibenthic megafauna. I used a new
test that proved that *at local scales, biotope heterogeneity is correlated with species
diversity, exactly as dictated by the idea of biodiversity surrogacy. Moreover, sites of
low taxon richness and low conservation utility, such as the evaluation site located at the
bottom of the Fjord, were observed in areas where homogeneity had been demonstrated
(see Section 3.1, as well as paper IV for a definition of conservation utility). Further, this
was only in part due to the fact that biotopes were defined on the basis of epibenthic
megafauna. The other side of the coin is of course that additional surrogates would need
to be defined for the representation of co-occurring species with different environmental
requirements, e.g. infauna, and likely, pelagic diversity. The evidence suggests that
biotopes obtained via community-level distribution modelling are good surrogates for
the patterns of the fraction of biodiversity that was used to define them.

To the best of my knowledge, the postulate on which biodiversity surrogacy is
based has not been set into ecological theory, which may be part of the reason why
so much debate surrounds the question of surrogate efficacy (Grantham et al., 2010;
Rodrigues & Brooks, 2007). One noteworthy exception is Araújo et al. (2004; 2001), who
has incidentally recurrently found evidence against environmental surrogacy. Below I
argue that issues of surrogacy are intrinsically related to the theories underpinning the
concepts of this thesis since the problem of species diversity can be solved if one solves
the problem of just what drives species distribution. My purpose is to put forward
evidence that the issue should be further looked into.

The idea that environmental variables can predict the distribution patterns of
species is equivalent to the idea that environmental heterogeneity can be a surrogate
for species diversity patterns, only the two types of relationships occur at different
levels of abstraction. Indeed both species distribution modelling and environmental
surrogacy rely on the same assumption: if species distributions are at equilibrium with
governing environmental factors, as predicted by Niche theory (Hutchinson, 1957) then
(1) it becomes legitimate to make spatial predictions from species response curves (e.g.
Guisan & Thuiller 2005) and (2) adequately representing environmental space would
maximize species representation (Araújo et al., 2001).

Spatial modelling has however been much more successful (i.e. less controversial)
than finding appropriate surrogates because modellers look intentionally to use
variables as predictors that are functionally related (whether directly or indirectly)
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with the response species, whereas finding good surrogates has largely relied on
chance (available data, etc.). Araújo et al. (2001) found that the only target group
adequately represented by environmental diversity (itself consisting of temperature and
precipitation patterns) was plants, and the authors argue that this follows logically from
a well-established relationship between plant distribution and environmental limiting
factors.

The approach of Araújo et al. (2004; 2001), Arponen et al. (2008) and others is based
on the use of continuous environmental data or assemblage data (i.e. compositional
turnover) in combination with site-selection algorithms drawing from sampling theory
(e.g. the p-median location allocation algorithm) as a method for selecting networks
of protected areas (Faith & Walker, 1996). Other authors (e.g., Bonn & Gaston 2005;
Lombard et al. 2003; Meynard et al. 2009; Sarkar et al. 2005) have used categorical
data combined with algorithms that solve the minimum set problem. I have used an
intermediate approach that effectively modified continuous environmental data on the
basis of assemblage-level data at the modelling step, and then generated categorical
conservation features from the model outputs to be fed into a site selection algorithm (of
the type solving the minimum set problem), whose performance was highly satisfactory.
Therefore, modelling the distribution of communities not only provides a means to gain
insight into ecological pattern, but also an effective foundation for defining surrogates
that can speed up, and decrease the cost of, conservation action.

A unified framework is hereby proposed to document and spatially manage
diversity which building from environment-biota relationships improves the
data-efficiency and robustness of methods by: (1) collecting species-level ecological data
at the right spatial scale, and throughout environmental gradients, the latter of which
assisted by use of sampling theory (which is incidentally what the theory was designed
for), and (2) integrating biological data, whether as species data or if classified, then
at the right biological resolution, into continuous environmental data (e.g. remotely
sensed) by means of distribution modelling and habitat suitability mapping. Ecological
theory can be invoked depending on the goal of each particular project to either further
document community distribution or extract adequate surrogates for biodiversity.

6. Conclusions and outlook
If planning for conservation in the sense of designing networks of protected areas is
usually a practice of hope, in the marine realm, where areas are prioritized at best
on the basis of scant information and (more or less questionable) estimates of species
occurrence to fill in the blanks, it is almost a practice of faith. A lack of robustness in the
process of marine conservation and spatial planning not only jeopardizes the efficacy
of conservation areas, but also reduces vital societal support. And while it will never
be possible to make conservation planning decisions based on complete knowledge
of the distribution of the full complement of biodiversity, from genes to ecosystems,
a degree of robustness can be achieved, as I have shown, by means of mapping the
distribution of biotopes and applying spatial planning principles. I have argued that
in cases where distribution models can be developed the knowledge generated should
be exploited not only to make predictions of species distributions, but also to define
appropriate biodiversity surrogates. An opportunity thus emerges to bridge the gap
between community-level modelling and conservation planning.

The issue at the core however, is unravelling the factors that explain the spatial
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distribution of species, whether benthic or otherwise. I have focused on methodological
issues, but the role that ecological theory plays into this process cannot be understated.
A stronger footing on ecological theory will help develop better distribution models
that produce more reliable spatial predictions. This can be possible upon elucidation
of spatial patterns. In the area studied, stochastic variation characterized the structure
of megabenthos at microscales (<15 m), while a mosaic of faunal patches was detected
(and predicted) at intermediate scales (between 15 m and 100’s of meters). Further, at
even larger scales (>100’s of meters) patterns of emergent properties of megabenthic
community structure began to unravel.

I would like to highlight one area whose obscureness is particularly troubling: that of
the distribution of atypical assemblages. Arguably, areas of unique processes sustaining
atypical diversity, like ’beautiful freaks’, are the most interesting of all. However, these
are unpredictable by definition and can be revealed only by means of thorough and
systematic surveying. A plea is made here to continue and improve surveying efforts to
collect more observational data, which would not only enable the discovery of atypical
areas but also improve existing models and theory.

Besides variation in the physical environment and biological interactions (not
discussed here) the heterogeneity of benthic communities is known to be strongly
influenced by the ’vagaries of larval recruitment’ (Johnson, 1970), setting the marine
realm quite apart from the terrestrial. Indeed, the megabenthos cannot be ecologically
equated to vegetation. New methods are needed for mapping dynamic processes of the
water column, so that areas that fulfil an important role in the functioning of marine
ecosystems (e.g. areas of upwelling, corridors for larval transport, etc. acting as sort
of ’keystone spaces’) can be incorporated in the process of marine spatial planning.
Surrogates for pelagic diversity are also urgently needed. Only by marrying the two
realms, benthic and pelagic, will we gain the ability to fully understand, predict, and
protect the distribution of marine organisms.
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